96 infiniti

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Carfax structural damage, Runs and
drives OK, Has new battery, Interior wear, Tires OK, Has oil leaks, body damage, paint peel, rust,
scratches, dents and dings see pics. It looks like the only vehicles matching your search at this
time are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to get notified
when matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim Touring 2 Base 1. Engine Details
Transmission Automatic 2 Manual 1. Engine Type Gas 1. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 3.
Cylinders 6 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 - 3 out of 3 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I've owned my Infiniti I30 for 12 years and it just turned , miles! Just oil
changes and maintenance. Never any transmission or engine trouble. Still gets Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Didn't purchase this
vehicle but still working with this dealership and others own by them. Excellent customer care
in every sense of the word.. Crazy Patient while being extremely helpful.. They have provided
outstanding service. I have not been able to make it to the dealership due to weather conditions,
but we have stayed in constant contact. They have answered any questions I have had. I
definitely recommend them. Told me about everything that was done to the vehicle.. Runs
quietly took for test drive and staff was very friendly and considerate.. Meet me anytime I
wanted. Took a few days for them to respond. They never addressed my question about the
reported accident. I didnt contact them again. I went to see the car. The salesperson, Terry and
owner, Kurt were very pleasant. They encouraged me to take a drive. I will certainly go back
when ready to purchase. We had a great experience at Open Source. Staff was good to
communicate with us, and very easy to deal with, very knowledgeable, and we were satisfied
buyers. I would buy a car from them again! I took off work and drove an hour to see the car just
to find out the air conditioner doesn't work. They never mentioned that when I contacted them.
You all have been helpful, I thought I found something,but I haven't yet still looking so show me
more. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Why Use
CarGurus? We didn't quite know what to expect when Infiniti , Nissan 's luxury division, burst
onto the scene a little over five years ago with a megadollar ad campaign spewing Zen
philosophy and images of rocks, trees, and sky. It was a setup for the ultimate dichotomy:
Infiniti's flagship model, the Q45, was anything but serene. It was a full-size sport sedan with the
heart of a 7-Series BMW , and a blend of quality, refinement, and value then unknown to
European luxury manufacturers. The supporting cast initially consisted of the M30, an
Americanized version of Nissan's home-market Leopard coupe and convertible. It acted as the
entry-level Infiniti until the G20 came along. Eventually, the rear-drive J30 was introduced,
rounding out the automaker's lineup. Since its launch, Infiniti has been recognized for an
important common thread that runs through its product line: a solid emphasis on performance.
Until recently, buyers looking for a bit more pampering usually considered a Lexus. But
recently, that landscape has changed; the '95 Lexus LS is more aggressively styled, while the
Q45 offers-as does the new BMW 7-Series - a kinder, gentler disposition. Could the tastes of the
luxo market be changing? As Infiniti shaped its image and model lineup over the past decade,
intense focus was placed on improving dealer facilities and service. With dealers with
showrooms resembling miniature Taj Mahals now in place, plus the pampering protocol of its.
The one gaping hole in Infiniti's program, however, was a car for the hottest segment of the
luxury market, a "midluxury" model. Infiniti feels it has a strong contender in its new I30, a
Nissan Maxima -based front-driver which, according to Infiniti Vice President and General
Manager Tom Eastwood, has "flagship" traits: that is, Q45 levels of performance, space, styling,
and technology. The midluxury segment is loosely defined by both "midsize" and "midprice.
Although Infiniti executives cringe at parallels drawn to the Maxima they are quick to point out
that the Nissan platform is shared by four vehicles in three world markets , the I30's heritage is
far from anything to be ashamed of. After all, the Maxima is Motor Trend's Import Car of the
Year, and the I30 includes all of the good mechanical stuff plus extra uplevel appointments
unavailable on the Maxima. The equipment inherited by the I30 from its Nissan progenitor

includes an extremely capable chassis based on a Nissan's innovative and compact Multi-Link
Beam rear suspension design contributes to the I30s generous rear seat legroom and provides
enough tire bite to produce a 0. With differing suspension calibrations vis--vis the
already-supple Maxima, this performance comes with very little in the way of ride harshness,
except for occasional tire thump from the Series radials fitted on the Touring model. This
extremely light and compact healthy six cranks out horsepower at rpm, and pound-feet of
torque at rpm. Its electric-motor-like smoothness, free-revving ability, and flat torque curve
make acceleration seem effortless. Weighing about pounds more than the Maxima GXE we
tested for ICOY, due primarily to the I30s extra sound deadening materials and higher level of
standard features, our test car proved slightly slower in mph acceleration 8. Likewise, its
quarter-mile performance of Much of this gain is the result of reduced engine friction due to
micropolished internal components and molybdenum-coated pistons. As smooth as the I30
engine is, Infiniti has equipped automatic transmission models with an electronically controlled,
liquid-filled front engine mount to further isolate engine vibration. Much of the I30's luxury
large-car feel is due in part to its extremely rigid body shell, shaped with the help of a NASA
stress-analysis computer. The handsome sedan meets federal side-impact standards, is
essentially devoid of wind noise at highway speeds, and exhibits little ride-quality degradation
over washboard surfaces. Look closely and you'll recognize the Maxima's roofline and doors,
but the rest of the body contours are pure Infiniti. With strong ties to current Q45 styling, the
prominent front grille and wraparound headlight treatment provide a wide, aggressive look. The
high rear deck and horizontal taillights give the impression of a larger car, and provide for Still,
if we can find fault with the I30 it is with its styling; in this ego-driven, identity-crisis segment of
the market, perhaps a bit more individual flair would be desirable. Infiniti maintains its tradition
of offering an impressive list of standard and optional equipment. Standard on all models: dual
airbags, four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes, inch alloy wheels, air conditioning, power windows
and locks, power seats, keyless remote entry and security system, a tilt steering column, cruise
control, prewiring for a cellular phone, and a Bose audio system with CD and cassette. Only two
options are available on the cloth-upholstered Standard model: the automatic transmission and
a power sunroof. The Leather-Appointed model is available only with Infiniti's electronically
controlled four-speed automatic, and includes a leather interior as you may have guessed ,
power sunroof, automatic anti-glare rearview mirror, and the integrated HomeLink transmitter.
The HomeLink system replaces up to three hand-held transmitters such as garage-door or
safety-gate openers or any other devices controlled by radio frequencies. It's located in the
driver's sunvisor and works through the I30's electrical system, requiring no additional
batteries. Programming is accomplished by holding down a button on the HomeLink and also
one on the transmitter to be replaced. Options on the Leather-Appointed model include a
traction-enhancement package with a viscous-coupled limited-slip differential and the
ever-popular seat heaters. The sole option is an automatic transmission. During our evaluation,
the Touring model delivered a refined compromise between excellent handling and ride. Aided
by the precise power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering, the I30t tackled tight turns with minimal
understeer compared to most front drivers. Also, to our surprise, the I30 displayed more
steering feedback than the Maximas we tested-a good thing in our book. Infiniti customers
expect to be pampered with a luxurious interior, and the I30 won't disappoint. Special "extended
pelvic lumbar support" seats offer good long-distance support, while the simulated wood trim
and well-stitched leather provide a warm, inviting surrounding. A classic analog instrument
panel befitting a proper sport sedan fits the I30's personality perfectly. Other convenience items
are the power glass sunroof, automatic temperature control except on Standard models with the
manual transmission , height-adjustable front seatbelt anchors, and a remote keyless
transmitter that controls the door locks, trunk-lid release, interior lighting, front windows, and a
panic alarm. The I30 strategy is sound. Start with a platform that provides class-leading
performance, add Infiniti "flagship" features, and price it competitively. The big question: Will
buyers perceive the I30 as a modified Maxima or an all-new Infiniti-and will it matter? Second
OpinionThose wheels are going to be a bear to keep clean. After scrubbing their myriad nooks
and crannies prior t
vw beetle service manual pdf
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o a photo shoot, I come by this opinion honestly. This isn't nitpicking. Consider it a complete
list of what I don't like about the Ithere's not enough room to inventory the latest Infiniti's
attributes. It's very hard to improve upon, and extremely simple to mess up, excellence, so it
was with some trepidation that I sampled this adaptation of the Nissan Maxima, a car everybody

on the staff likes a lot. The I30 retains the Maxima's enthusiastic acceleration, while the "t"
variant's handling is a slightly mellower version of the crisp, precise Maxima SE. With its Qlike
grille which is, in turn, Jaguaresque , and dedicated head- and taillights, only those who know
will guess the I30's heritage. Still, those wheels are going to be the bane of car wash attendants
nationwide. And why is the car named after the interstate highway between Dallas and Little
Rock? Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Rick Graves photographer Leonard
Emanuelson writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

